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The Unspoken Truth is that America is Supporting Al Qaeda: Heavy Propaganda
Rages in the Battle for Aleppo. The Terrorists are Portrayed as “Freedom Fighters”

By Prof. Tim Anderson, May 01 2016

Western media claim that Aleppo’s citizens are under threat from the Syrian Army, while
Syrian sources show civilians, reeling from mortar attacks, demanding that the Army roots
out all terrorist groups.

Breaking: Baghdad State of Emergency, Green Zone Stormed

By Felicity Arbuthnot, April 30 2016

Supporters  of  Shia  cleric  Moqtada  al-Sadr  have  stormed  Baghdad’s  highly  fortified,  US
established Green Zone,  also  home to  the US Embassy,  uninvited,  the  biggest  in  the
world.  All  staff  of  the  Japanese,  French,  British,  Australian,  Jordanian,  Emirates  and  Saudi
Arabia…

The Silent “Elephant in the Room”: Lobbying Parliament to Supply British Weapons
to Israel

By Anthony Bellchambers, May 01 2016

The silent elephant in the room is the fact of the official endorsement of the actions of the
Israeli  government  that  flout  international  law,  by  our  own  government’s  enthusiastic
support  for  the  agenda  of  the  Conservative  Friends  of  Israel  lobby…

VIDEO: Syria ‘White Helmets’ Exposed. Propaganda Instrument. Nobel Peace Prize for Al
Qaeda?
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By Vanessa Beeley, May 01 2016

As the Syrian battle front rages in Aleppo, the ‘White Helmets’ are emerging even more
strongly as part  of  the long arm of  US and UK propaganda in  Syria.   The Manhattan
campaign managers at Purpose Inc have sprung into action.…
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